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Abstract. This paper presents Group-sparse Nonnegative supervised Canonical
Correlation Analysis (GNCCA), a novel methodology for identifying discrimi-
native features from multiple feature views. Existing correlation-based methods
do not guarantee positive correlations of the selected features and often need a
pre-feature selection step to reduce redundant features on each feature view. The
new GNCCA approach attempts to overcome these issues by incorporating (1)
a nonnegativity constraint that guarantees positive correlations in the reduced
representation and (2) a group-sparsity constraint that allows for simultaneous
between- and within- view feature selection. In particular, GNCCA is designed
to emphasize correlations between feature views and class labels such that the
selected features guarantee better class separability. In this work, GNCCA was
evaluated on three prostate cancer (CaP) prognosis tasks: (i) identifying 40 CaP
patients with and without 5-year biochemical recurrence following radical prosta-
tectomy by fusing quantitative features extracted from digitized pathology and
proteomics, (ii) predicting in vivo prostate cancer grade for 16 CaP patients by
fusing T2w and DCE MRI, and (iii) localizing CaP/benign regions on MR spec-
troscopy and MRI for 36 patients. For the three tasks, GNCCA identifies a feature
subset comprising 2%, 1% and 22%, respectively, of the original extracted fea-
tures. These selected features achieve improved or comparable results compared
to using all features with the same Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier.
In addition, GNCCA consistently outperforms 5 state-of-the-art feature selection
methods across all three datasets.

1 Introduction

Availability of multiple data streams presents an opportunity to fuse and combine
multimodal biomarkers, for potentially improving performance of predictors of disease
diagnosis and prognosis. Canonical correlation analysis (CCA) [1] addresses this mul-
timodal fusion task by attempting to maximize the correlations of the multiple data
sources. Supervised multi-view CCA (SMVCCA) [2] combines the principle of CCA
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and linear discriminant analysis (LDA), to find a subspace that maximizes the correla-
tions of multi-view signals and ensures discriminability of provided class labels. Despite
its advantages, SMVCCA has some key limitations. First, the CCA components can be
negatively correlated, which is less interpretable in practice and hurts the positive de-
pendency between data and their class labels. Secondly, a pre-feature selection step is
required in order to reduce redundant features [2]. Thirdly, SMVCCA emphasizes the
correlations of all modalities, but neglects modality-specific information.

In this paper, we present Group-sparse Nonnegative supervised CCA (GNCCA),
which incorporates (1) nonnegativity and (2) group sparsity constraints to overcome the
aforementioned issues of SMVCCA. The nonnegativity is applied onto both the projec-
tion and coefficient factor matrices, thus ensuring latent components are positively cor-
related. Group sparsity allows to simultaneously perform view fusion and within-view
feature selection, thus capturing both view-shared and view-specific information. In
particular, in order to encourage the association between feature views and class labels,
GNCCA keeps the projection section of the label view non-sparse. Although sparse
nonnegative CCA has been previously proposed [3], the framework can only calculate
the projection of a single view at a time, which has no group sparsity and is difficult to
be extended for multiple views. In contrast, GNCCA is based on a more general matrix
factorization scheme, which can update all view projections simultaneously.

By ranking the original features based on their values in the projected subspaces [4],
GNCCA can be easily used as a multi-modal feature selector, providing an efficient
way to interpret the importance of each of the original features for feature-based clas-
sification tasks. Unlike the existing feature selection tools, which either neglect view
information [4–7] or address only class separability with group lasso [8], GNCCA
considers both view association and the discriminability of the selected features.

In this work, we compared GNCCA with 5 related feature selection schemes on
three prostate cancer (CaP) prognosis tasks: (i) identifying 40 CaP patients with and
without 5-year biochemical recurrence following radical prostatectomy by fusing quan-
titative features extracted from digitized pathology and proteomics, (ii) predicting in
vivo prostate cancer grade for 16 CaP patients by fusing T2w and DCE MRI, and (iii)
localizing CaP/benign regions on MR spectroscopy and MRI for 36 patients.

2 Related Work

In this section we first describe supervised multi-view CCA (SMVCCA) and then dis-
cuss previous work in sparse nonnegative CCA.

Supervised Multi-View Canonical Correlation Analysis (SMVCCA). Provided
n data samples X from K feature views, multi-view CCA [1] seeks a set of linear
transformations {W1,W2, ...,WK} such that the sum of the correlations of every two
views are maximized. In order to ensure class separability, supervised multi-view CCA
(SMVCCA) [2] was proposed to simultaneously maximize the correlations of feature
views and the correlations between X and its class labels Y, which yields:

arg max
Wx,Wy

trace(WT
xCWx) + 2trace(WT

xXYTW(y)) (1)

s.t. WTCdxyW = I, WT
(1)C

(11)
dxy

W(1) = . . . = WT
(K)C

(KK)
dxy

W(K) = WT
(y)YYTW(y),
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where W = [WT
(1), · · · ,WT

(K) ,WT
(y)]

T , I is an identity matrix, C is the covariance

matrix of the K views of X, Cdxy is the block-diagonal section of C, and C
(jj)
dxy

is the

jth diagonal block of Cdxy [2].
Sparse Nonnegative CCA. Sparse nonnegative CCA, which was first proposed

in [3], takes the form:

max
w1,w2

wT
1 C12w2, (2)

s.t. ‖w1‖2 ≤ 1, ‖w2‖2 ≤ 1, P (w1) ≤ c1, P (w2) ≤ c2, w1 � 0, w2 � 0,

where w1 and w2 are the two pursued canonical projections; the constraints w1 �
0, w2 � 0 enforces that each element in w1 and w2 must be nonnegative. The
constraints ‖w1‖2 ≤ 1, ‖w2‖2 ≤ 1 are the convex relaxations of the equality con-
straints ‖w1‖2 = 1, ‖w2‖2 = 1, which normalize the projections. P is a convex
sparsity-inducing penalty with c1 and c2 being two sparsity controllers. Optimization
with respect to w1 and w2 involves iteratively fixing one and solves the other.

3 Group-sparse Nonnegative supervised CCA (GNCCA)

GNCCA combines the benefits of SMVCCA and sparse nonnegative CCA by introduc-
ing a new group-sparse penalty, relaxing the normalization constraint, and, in particular,
encouraging the relevance between features and class labels.

Following the notations in Eq. (1), let Z = [XT YT ]T denote the stacking of the n
K-View data samples X and their labels Y. Correspondingly, let Cxy denote the stack-
ing of the covariance matrix C and YYT . In order to make GNCCA solvable after
integrating group sparsity, the objective of SMVCCA, trace(WTCxyW), is equiv-
alently transformed to its Frobenius-Norm: ‖Z − WH‖2F , where H is the coefficient
matrix, and W is the basis matrix. Based on this reformulation, GNCCA takes the form:

min
1

2
‖Z−WH‖2F + α‖H‖2F + β

K∑

k=1

‖W(k)‖1,∞, (3)

s.t. ∀‖w(k)
i ‖2 ≤ 1− β, k = 1, · · · ,K; i = 1, · · · , r;

∀‖w(y)
i ‖2 = 1− β, i = 1, · · · , r;

H ≥ 0, W ≥ 0,

where W ∈ Rm×r, H ∈ Rr×n, parameters α, β control the relative influence of
each penalty term, K is the number of feature views, r is the dimension of reduced
representation, r � m, and ‖‖1,∞ refers to �1,∞-norm. The nonnegative constraints
H ≥ 0, W ≥ 0 ensure that both the canonical correlations of training and testing data
are positive. The penalty ‖H‖2F is to avoid an arbitrarily large H.

The uniqueness of GNCCA lies in two aspects. First is the group-sparsity penalty on
theK-View basis W(1:K):

∑K
k=1 ‖W(k)‖1,∞. Each �1,∞-norm is defined by: ‖W(k)‖1,∞

=
∑r

i=1 ‖w(k)
i ‖∞ = ‖w(k)

1 ‖∞ + · · · ‖w(k)
r ‖∞, which is the sum of vector �∞-norms

of its columns. Such �1,∞-norm is used to promote as many zero columns as possible
in W(1), · · ·W(K), which indicates that only the correlations of the non-zero feature
views are maximized. In this way, GNCCA captures both the sharing among modalities
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and the uniqueness of each modality. ‖w(k)
i ‖2 ≤ 1−β is to ensure that the correlations

are normalized. In particular, we change the relaxation in Eq. (2), ∀‖w(k)
i ‖2 ≤ 1, to

be ∀‖w(k)
i ‖2 ≤ 1 − β. This is because the �1,∞ penalty is related to the constraints

∀‖w(k)
i ‖2 ≤ 1. The insight is that for sparse features, the �2-norm of these features

should be smaller than the norms of dense features.
Secondly, we keep the normalization for the label-view basis: ∀‖w(y)

i ‖2 = 1 − β,
which ensures that the selected features are closely correlated with the class labels.

Problem (3) is optimized by adapting the efficient vector-block coordinate descent
(BCD) method [9], which updates one column of a factor matrix at each step while fix-
ing all other values. The optimization randomly initializes W and H, and then updates
each vector of H, W(1:K) and W(y) in three steps, until either the objective function is
below a preset threshold or the maximum number of iterations has been reached.

Step 1: Fixing W, update each row vector hi· ∈ R
1×n, i = 1, · · · , r as

hi· ← argmin
h≥0

1

2
‖Ri −wih‖2F + α‖h‖22, (4)

where Ri = Z −∑r
j=1,j �=i wjhj·. This subproblem is solved in a closed form: hi· ←[

wT
i Ri

2α+‖wi‖2
]

+
, where [ ]+ denote the element-wise projection to nonnegative numbers.

Step 2: Fixing H and W(y), update each column vector w(k)
i , k = 1, · · · ,K as

w
(k)
i ← arg min

w≥0,‖w‖2≤1−β

1

2
‖R(k)

i −w(k)hi·‖2F + β‖w(k)‖∞, (5)

where R
(k)
i = Z(k) −∑r

j=1,j �=i w
(k)
j hj·. This subproblem can be efficiently solved by

first finding the solutionw(k)∗
i of the problem described in [10], then normalizingw(k)∗

i

such that ‖w(k)∗
i ‖2 ≤ 1−β, and finally updating w

(k)∗
i as w(k)∗∗

i =

[
R

(k)
i hT

i·
‖hi·‖2

]

+

−w
(k)∗
i .

Step 3: Fixing W(1:K) and H, update W(y) as

w
(y)
i ← arg min

w≥0,‖w‖2=1−β

1

2
‖R(y)

i −w(y)hi·‖2F , (6)

where R
(y)
i = Z(y)−∑r

j=1,j �=i w
(y)
j hj·. The solution of this subproblem is to first update

w as w
(y)
i ←

[
R

(y)
i hT

i·
‖hi·‖2

]

+

, and then normalize w
(y)
i by w

(y)
i ← w

(y)
i

‖w(y)
i ‖
√
1− β.

The above optimization result of GNCCA leads to:

Z =

[
X
Y

]
≈

[
W
Wy

]
H,

which provides two approximate relationships: X ≈WH and YT ≈ HTWT
y . The for-

mer introduces a lower feature representation H in the reduced feature space W while
the latter models how the lower representation H is regressed to class labels YT . Given
these two relationships, we rank the original jth feature according to the Variable Im-
portance in the Projections (VIP) score [4], which determines the importance of original
features based on their values in the projected subspace:

πj =

√
m

∑r
i=1 ‖wy‖i2hi·hT

i·(
wji

‖wi‖ )
2

∑r
i=1 ‖wy‖i2hi·hT

i·
,
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where wi
y ∈ Wy is column entry of Wy . To automatically determine the number of

selected features, we define a threshold σ: 0 < σ < 1. Only top features whose scores
are no smaller than σ×πmax will be selected, where πmax is the largest VIP score. For
simplicity, we call the GNCCA based feature selector GNCCA-VIP.

4 Experiments

4.1 Data Sets

To evaluate GNCCA-VIP, we chose three unique datasets that enabled us to address
three of the most relevant problems in the disease domain of prostate cancer (CaP), i.e.,
predict biochemical recurrence, identifying CaP grade and localizing CaP. GNCCA-
VIP is applied to select the most important ones from extracted imaging/non-imaging
features such that the selected features can be used to better address the associated task
of CaP prognosis.

We evaluate the proposed method by using D1 [2], D2 [2] and D3 [11] datasets (see
Table 1). Representative images from D1 and D2 are shown in Fig. 1. D1 contains 21
CaP patients who experienced and 19 CaP patients who did not experience biochemical
recurrence within 5 years of radical prostatectomy. For each patient, 242 histological
features and 650 proteomic profiling values are extracted. D2 contains 33 MRI slices
from 16 CaP patients. 22 slices have prostate cancer with a Gleason grade [12] of 3,
while the other 11 have a grade of 4. On each slice, 112 textural features and 38 ki-
netic features are extracted from T2w and DCE MRI, respectively. D3 contains 2901
CaP/non-CaP voxels from 36 patients that were annotated by an expert clinician. From
within each voxel, 6 MRS features and 58 MRI features are extracted.

Table 1. Summary of the benchmark data sets

Data set #Views #Features #Patients Task
D1 [2] 2 892(242+650) 40 predict biochemical recurrence
D2 [2] 2 150(112+38) 16 identify CaP grade

D3 [11] 2 64(6+58) 36 localize CaP

4.2 Experimental Settings

A Leave-M -Patients-Out cross validation scheme was used in conjunction with a linear
Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier [13] to evaluate the feature selection per-
formance of GNCCA-VIP with the following comparative strategies: i) All-features,
ii) FisherScore [5], iii) T-test [6], iv) mRMR [7], v) PCA-VIP [4], and vi) SMVCCA-
VIP [2]. The parameter c of SVM is set to be c = 1. The critical parameters of GNCCA,
including β, r and σ, are determined via Leave-1-Patient-out cross validation. The con-
troller of ‖H‖2F , α, is fixed at 0.1. The number of patients left out, M , varies according
to the number of total patients in each dataset.

Each experiment was repeated 50 times, and the average classification accuracy as
well as variations were reported. All the experiments were conducted within a Matlab
environment on a 64-bit Linux machine with 4-core CPU and 4G memory.
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Fig. 1. D1 histology dataset: (a) textural features extracted on excised gland orientations, (b)
structural features, and (c) Proteomic profiling values. D2 dataset: (d) T2w MRI, (e) DCE MRI,
and (f) Kinetic curve extracted from DCE MRI.

4.3 Experiment 1: GNCCA-VIP versus Other Feature Selection Schemes

Fig. 2 illustrates the classification results obtained with the compared feature selection
approaches in conjunction with linear SVM. Fig. 3 shows the corresponding number
of selected features with each selection approach. On D1, GNCCA-VIP achieves better
classification than All-features while selecting only 2% of the features (18 out of 892).
Although other methods (except mRMR) select fewer features, their classification re-
sults are obviously worse. On D2, GNCCA-VIP obtains the highest classification results
with only selecting an average of 2 features from 150 features. On D3, GNCCA-VIP
selects an average of 13 features (out of the 64 features) and achieves the same classifi-
cation result as using all features.

All−features FisherScore T−test mRMR PCA−VIP SMVCCA−VIP GNCCA−VIP
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Fig. 2. Comparing the prognosis accuracies (and standard deviations (STD)) with the features
selected via All-features, FisherScore, T-test, mRMR, PCA-VIP, SMVCCA-VIP and GNCCA-
VIP on the three dataset. The same linear SVM is used as the classifier here. The proposed
GNCCA-VIP approach achieves highest accuracies (with lowest STDs) in all the prognosis tasks.

The results also reveal that GNCCA-VIP is likely to select a comparable number of
features from each modality. For example, on D3, GNCCA-VIP is most likely to select
all 6 MRS features and then select 6 or 7 MRI features that are related to the 6 MRS
features. By contrast, the other feature selection methods are likely to only select MRI
features, which is clearly a bias towards the dominant MRI features. All these results
demonstrate the ability of GNCCA-VIP in identifying features that are discriminative
of provided class labels and leads to better view association.
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Fig. 3. The average number of features (STD) adaptively selected via FisherScore, T-test, mRMR,
PCA-VIP, SMVCCA-VIP and GNCCA-VIP on achieving the reported prognosis accuracies in
Fig. 2. Note that at each time mRMR selects the same number of features on D1 and D2.

4.4 Experiment 2: Parameter Sensitivity of GNCCA-VIP

Fig. 4 shows the sensitivity of GNCCA-VIP to four critical parameters that must be
manually tuned: i) the group-sparsity controller β in Eq. (3), ii) the intrinsic dimension-
ality r in Eq. (3), iii) the threshold σ that controls the number of selected features, and
iv) M , the number of patients left out. The D1 dataset is used for this experiment. As
we can see, GNCCA-VIP is relatively insensitive to β, r and σ. As M increases, indi-
cating that more patients are being used as testing samples and fewer subjects are being
retained for training purposes, all the classification results gradually degrade. However,
GNCCA-VIP consistently leads to favourable classification result compared to using
all features.

All−features FisherScore T−test mRMR PCA−VIP SMVCCA−VIP GNCCA−VIP
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Fig. 4. Testing the influence of parameters β , r , σ and M . (a) varying β from 0.1 to 0.9 by
fixing r = 1, σ = 0.9,M = 1. (b) varying r from 1 to 9 by fixing β = 0.7, σ = 0.9,M = 5.
(c) varying σ from 0.1 to 0.9 by fixing β = 0.7, r = 2,M = 1. (d) varying M from 1 to 9 by
fixing r = 1, σ = 0.7, β = 0.9. Note that the D1 dataset is used for this experiment.

5 Concluding Remarks

This paper presents GNCCA-VIP, a novel method for multimodal feature selection that
incorporates nonnegativity and group-sparse constraints into supervised CCA. The non-
negativity ensures that latent components are always positively correlated. Group spar-
sity incorporates strengths from both between- and within- view sparsity, thus allowing
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for simultaneous view association and single-view feature selection. In our experiments,
the features selected via GNCCA-VIP result in improved classification performance in
CaP prognosis prediction compared to using either the entire feature set or using other
state-of-the-art feature selection schemes. Hence, this approach may be a better choice
in the context of combining multi-scale, multi-modal data.
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